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Do not just think of
yourselves, saying, "I am
the only one!" Are you
only limited to your own
selves? If all the elements
from your mother and
father and all elements
supplied to you from the
things of creation were
removed from you, you
would disappear. Then,
what is the being called
the self? It is a position
that represents the mother
and father. You live
through your mother and
father by going through
the period in the womb,
inheriting their blood and
flesh, and being provided
for by them.
Thus, in our modern age,
we use the terms Mother
Earth and Mother Nature.
This earth, this planet, is
our mother who provides
us with elements at
different levels. How do
we breathe when growing
in our mother's womb?
Through an umbilical
cord. This is our hose
linked to our mother's
body.
However, we know that we are now connected to the second world, the world of air. As we emerge from
life in the womb, we cause destruction. What are we connected to at the moment of our first cry? We
come to be connected with the world of air where we breathe in air through the nostrils. Our nostrils are
the absolute supply line. Can we live if our nostrils are blocked? If we can't breathe, we die. It is made
with a dual structure.
When a baby comes out from the womb to connect to the world of air, the umbilical cord, the amniotic
sac and the placenta that it depended on for its life in the womb are destroyed and die. What appears at

that same moment of death? The baby comes out into the universe, to Mother Earth, and comes to live by
the supply of elements through its mouth.
After coming out of the womb, what must our body do? While we are breathing through the umbilical
cord in the womb, we are also preparing the nostrils as the airway. Then, when we emerge from the
womb, we switch the use of the organ and begin to breathe. Likewise, what must we do in this world
now? What we must do after our birth is experience love, inhale the air of love from our mother and
father, and undergo all processes by the supply of the air of love. Once we are born as a baby in a family,
we go up and then come down along a sine curve. After we are born as a baby, we grow and age, and then
we die and are dissolved. We are born as a baby and return to the stage of being a baby again.
What is going to happen when we die? We have to kick away the second womb and be connected to the
third breathing organ of love. We kick away parental love and fraternal love and enter the world of love
which is in total harmony with the Original Being of the great cosmos, God. The spirit world is filled with
the air of love.
Therefore, we must prepare now in the earthly world a pipe-like device for breathing love. So we need to
experience the spirit world. We can be immortal only when we become people who can feel spiritual love
and then breathe the air of love.
When we kick away the womb of Mother Earth and come out, we breathe with the respiratory organs of
love. We can gain eternal life only when we inherit the third love. Where do we go after being connected
with love? We return to God. We return to the spirit world by being linked to the respiratory organ of
love. Yet there remains the way to go to the Original Being, God. Since the seed was initiated by the
Original Being, it must bear fruit and return to Him.
The course of life being a traveler's journey, what do we have to be equipped with here? We must go this
path experiencing love. As the Fall meant that we couldn't receive parental love, we must form the
vertical family centering on true parental love, true fraternal love, true conjugal love, and true filial love.
We are also to create the horizontal environment by establishing many families in the north, south, east,
and west.
These families should form true families that can link the vertical with the horizontal. When this is linked
to the realm of the tribe, people, nation and world, this world bound by love is what we call the Kingdom
of Heaven.

